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Abstract

While listening to meaningful speech, auditory input is processed more rapidly near the end (vs. beginning) of sentences. Although several studies have shown such word-to-word changes in auditory input processing, it is still unclear from which processing level these word-to-word dynamics originate. We investigated whether predictions derived from sentential context can result in auditory word-processing dynamics during sentence tracking. We presented healthy human participants with auditory stimuli consisting of word sequences, arranged into either predictable (coherent sentences) or less predictable (unstructured, random word sequences) 42-Hz amplitude-modulated speech, and a continuous 25-Hz amplitude-modulated distractor tone. We recorded RTs and frequency-tagged neuroelectric responses (auditory steady-state responses) to individual words at multiple temporal positions within the sentences, and quantified sentential context effects at each position while controlling for individual word characteristics (i.e., phonetics, frequency, and familiarity). We found that sentential context increasingly facilitates auditory word processing as evidenced by accelerated RTs and increased auditory steady-state responses to later-occurring words within sentences. These purely top-down contextually driven auditory word-processing dynamics occurred only when listeners focused their attention on the speech and did not transfer to the auditory processing of the concurrent distractor tone. These findings indicate that auditory word-processing dynamics during sentence tracking can originate from sentential predictions. The predictions depend on the listeners’ attention to the speech, and affect only the processing of the parsed speech, not that of concurrently presented auditory streams.

INTRODUCTION

Speech comprehension is crucial for social communication in everyday life. It is thought to emerge from multiple auditory and linguistic processes including the identification of individual words in auditory input and the integration of words into syntactic and semantic structure (Ding, Melloni, Zhang, Tian, & Poeppel, 2016; Friederici, 2002; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994). Besides such contributions from auditory word processing to the formation of higher-level syntactic and semantic information, a contribution in the opposite direction—that is, a top–down effect of syntactic and semantic processing on lower-level auditory word processing—also exists (Kaufeld et al., 2020; Guediche, Reilly, Santiago, Laurent, & Blumstein, 2016; Friederici, 2012; Davis, Ford, Kherif, & Johnsrude, 2011; Vigliocco et al., 2007). A striking illustration is temporal position effects in unambiguous speech, where auditory processing evolves incrementally as the meaning of the ongoing speech unfolds. For example, detection of brief acoustic events (e.g., clicks) has been shown to be quicker when these events occur during words late (vs. early) in a sentence (Lobina, Demestre, & Garcia-Albea, 2018; Holmes & Forster, 1970). This facilitation of auditory processing across word positions has also been observed in linguistic tasks requiring detection of target words in syntactically and/or semantically intact sentences (Oliver, Gullberg, Hellwig, Mitterer, & Indefrey, 2012; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1975). These behavioral benefits may be enabled by corresponding across-word increases in neural oscillations in the gamma and theta bands, as suggested by neurophysiological studies on written word processing (Fedorenko et al., 2016; Lam, Schoffelen, Udden, Hulten, & Hagoort, 2016). In summary, the processing of acoustic events and words accelerates in a word-by-word manner during sentence processing, here referred to as “word-position effect.”

A common interpretation of the word-position effect on auditory processing is that it originates from top–down processes involving semantic and syntactic predictions. The grouping of words into phrases can create semantic context from which the meaning of upcoming words can be predicted (Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016; Staub, 2015). This semantic prediction has been demonstrated in many neurophysiological studies showing an enlarged N400 scalp potential evoked by unexpected words compared with expected words (Grisoni, Tomaselto, & Pulvermüller, 2021; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). Apart from semantic prediction, listeners may also employ syntactic prediction to anticipate the syntactic properties of upcoming words in grammatical sentences (Ferreira & Qiu, 2021; Demberg,
Based on the anticipation of meaning of upcoming words, the processing of later-occurring words in a sentence may be facilitated. A potential factor for this facilitation may be top-down attention: Even shorter RTs to later words have been observed when listeners are semantically primed to focus their attention on the later-occurring words in sentences (Cutler & Fodor, 1979). However, the precise role of attention in the word-position effect remains to be determined.

Another interpretation of the word-position effect puts more emphasis on auditory predictions derived from the overt prosody carried by the acoustic signal (Foltz, 2021; Ito & Speer, 2008). This view is supported by behavioral findings demonstrating the word-position effect within pseudosentences that contain no valid syntax or meaning but normal intonation (Tyler & Warren, 1987). However, interpretation of these previous observations in terms of top-down predictions is hampered by the fact that words at different positions differed not only in their lexical meaning and/or intonation but also in other individual word characteristics such as their phonetic detail, frequency of occurrence, and familiarity. Thus, it is still unclear from which processing level these dynamics in auditory processing originate. According to the current body of evidence, they may be driven by variations in word meaning, word phonetics, word frequency, word familiarity, or any of their combinations.

The present study aimed to disambiguate these possibilities. To this end, it tested the hypothesis that the dynamics in auditory processing during sentence processing can be driven exclusively by top-down factors, in particular sentential predictions derived from the speech. Under our hypothesis, the word-position effect should (i) be observable during sentence processing even when individual word characteristics are held constant, (ii) depend on the listener’s focus of endogenous top-down attention, and (iii) affect selectively the processing of the speech stream; that is, it should not transfer to the processing of a concurrent auditory stream.

We presented participants with either semantically coherent sentences or acoustically matched word sequences. To evaluate participants’ ability to track sentence structure and to rule out potentially confounding prosodic cues, we used artificial isochronous speech (Ding et al., 2016). We recorded responses to individual words at multiple positions within the sentences. From these responses within sentential context, we subtracted responses to the acoustically identical words in randomly ordered word sequences to measure sentential contextual facilitation (referred to as SCF) at each position. To test our second and third predictions, we directed participants’ attention to either the speech or a simultaneously ongoing distractor tone and simultaneously assessed cortical responses to speech or tone using a frequency-tagging technique. Previous neural studies of auditory speech processing have used frequency tagging to, for example, disentangle unisensory brain responses to simultaneously presented audiovisual speech (Drijvers, Jensen, & Spaak, 2021; Giani et al., 2012) or assess the internal integration of speech units (Ding et al., 2018; Ding et al., 2016) and implicit statistical learning (Pinto, Prior, & Zion Columbic, 2022; Zhang, Riecke, & Bonte, 2021; Batterink & Paller, 2017). Frequency tagging involves the periodic modulation of a given stimulus feature at a specific frequency (“tagging frequency”), which results in brain activity that is phase-locked to the modulation and observable in neural recordings as a spectral peak at the tagging frequency.

We predicted that (i) SCF varies systematically across word positions, and that this putative word-position effect is modulated by (ii) the variation in the participants’ focus of attention, and (iii) does not affect the processing of the simultaneous distractor tone.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Twenty-eight fluent speakers of English (20 women, mean age = 23.8 years, age range = 19–44 years) participated in the experiment. The number of participants was chosen based on previous studies (Ding et al., 2018; Oliver et al., 2012). To ensure that all participants were fluent speakers of English, we included only native English speakers (n = 3) and Maastricht University students enrolled in programs for which formal proof of English proficiency (Common European Framework of Reference level C1 or a similar accredited certification) is an admission requirement. All participants reported normal hearing and no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Written informed consent was obtained before the experiment. Participants were compensated with study credits or monetary reward for their participation. The experimental procedure was approved by the local research ethics committee.

**Stimuli**

**Speech Stimuli**

Auditory word processing was elicited by presenting auditory stimuli consisting of 86 unique semantically valid four-word English sentences. Half of the sentences were composed of the syntactic structure [noun—verb—adjective—noun] (e.g., *Cats eat fresh fish*) whereas the other half had the syntactic structure [adjective—adjective—noun—verb] (e.g., *Two big dogs bark*); these two syntactic structures are respectively referred to as NVAN and AANV for simplicity. Although both structures contained a noun phrase and a verb phrase, the two structures differed strongly in the order and complexity of these phrases and words of the same category (noun, adjective, or verb) never occurred at the same position. Each trial consisted of eight different consecutive sentences with a fixed, predictable syntactic structure. The first sentence was the same in all trials of a given syntactic
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structure and served as a preparation of the participants for the upcoming speech syntax (this preparatory sentence was excluded from data analysis). The remaining 84 unique sentences (86 minus the two syntax-specific preparatory sentences) were distributed randomly across 12 consecutive trials. This set of trials was presented six times within each condition, each time in a different random order. No word was immediately repeated. All words were monosyllabic and synthesized independently using text-to-speech software in MacOS (male voice USA Alex) to avoid systematic overt prosody differences across words. Every word spanned an interval of 360 msec; this was achieved by applying time compression with a stretch factor ranging from 0.49 to 0.92 to the original sound waveform (speech acoustics are presented in the Appendix). Values of stretch factor below 1 represent compression; thus, only compression, but no expansion, was applied to the words. The speech stimuli were presented monaurally to participants’ right ear (Figure 1A).

**Acoustic Control Stimuli**

To allow ruling out confounding effects of word phonetics, frequency, or familiarity, appropriate control speech stimuli were included. These stimuli contained semantically anomalous versions of the 86 sentences and were constructed by shuffling all words across sentences (separately for each syntactic structure) except for target words (for details see section *Tasks*), which were always kept at their original positions (Figure 1B). The resulting random word sequences (or “unstructured speech”) contained less predictable syntactic or semantic structure, and they were verified that no structured sentence was accidentally created. Analogous to the structured speech stimuli, the first four words were the same in all trials and no word was immediately repeated.

**Distractor Tone**

To allow investigating effects of endogenous selective attention on speech processing (for details see below, section *Tasks*) and a word-position effect on a concurrent auditory stream, an auditory distractor stimulus was presented simultaneously with the speech stimuli. The distractor was an ongoing 250-Hz pure tone presented monaurally to participants’ left ear, contralateral to the speech. The choice for a tonal distractor was motivated by previous studies showing sentential context effects on the processing of nonlinguistic auditory stimuli such as clicks (reviewed in Introduction section) and environmental sounds (Uddin, Heald, Van Hedger, Klos, & Nusbaum, 2018).

**Frequency Tagging**

To allow assessing separately the auditory processing of the speech and the distractor, a frequency-tagging technique was used. Amplitude modulations (sinusoidal waveform, modulation depth: 100%, fixed phase at the start of each word interval) with different rates were applied to the speech stimuli (41 + 1/2 Hz, hereafter called 42 Hz for simplicity) and the distractor (25 Hz). These modulation rates have been shown to evoke strong phase-locked auditory cortical responses (Gransier, van Wieringen, & Wouters, 2017; Schoonhoven, Boden, Verbunt, & De Munck, 2003; Ross, Borgmann, Draganova, Roberts, & Pantev, 2000). As the eight four-word sentences within each trial were presented continuously at a fixed rate of (4 × 360 msec)$^{-1}$ (i.e., 0.69 Hz), neural responses at this rate tagged participants’ detection of the sentence structure.

**Tasks**

To allow assessing effects of endogenous selective attention, participants’ attention was experimentally drawn toward the speech stimuli, or away from them, using two detection tasks with acoustically matched stimulation (Figure 1A). In the word-detection task (hereafter called “speech task”), the target was a specific word embedded in the continuous auditory speech. To obtain a measure of auditory word processing at the linguistic level, the target word was defined to participants through the visual sensory modality (Figure 1C), which we deemed to encourage linguistic processing in the auditory speech task. In the tone-loudness change detection task (hereafter called “distractor task”), the target was a temporary loudness decrease (−5.1 dB) in the ongoing tone (target duration: 360 msec including 10-msec on/off ramps, corresponding to a single word interval).

In each task, participants were visually instructed to pay attention to the relevant auditory stream (speech or distractor tone), ignore the other stream, and detect and report the target in the attended stream as quickly as possible by pressing a key with the index finger of their right hand. On the basis of previous related studies (Jin, Zou, Zhou, & Ding, 2018; Oliver et al., 2012), only keypresses that fell into a 1440-msec window (corresponding to four consecutive word intervals) starting from the onset of the target were analyzed. Limiting the data analysis to responses within shorter windows (e.g., 720 msec, corresponding to two word intervals) did not alter the results qualitatively. In each task, targets occurred between 1 and 3 times per trial with approximately equal probability at each word position. Targets never occurred within the first sentence of a trial. As mentioned above, that sentence was presented only to inform participants of the upcoming speech syntax and never analyzed. Targets from different tasks (i.e., a given target word and a tone-loudness decrease) never concurred during the same interval.

**Procedure**

The experimental procedure involved the following steps: First, before the experimental session, participants were
screened for hearing impairments and neurological or psychiatric disorders using a questionnaire. Second, participants were seated in a sound-attenuated and electrically shielded chamber. To reduce potential adaptation or learning effects in the main EEG experiment, participants were first familiarized with the stimuli and tasks during four practice blocks, each consisting of 12 trials, after which they received feedback on their performance. This
practice was repeated until participants achieved a target detection accuracy of 80% or higher in each block. Four participants who failed to meet the criterion were excluded from the main experiment.

In the main experiment, four blocks, each containing 72 trials (i.e., 576 sentences) and lasting 18 min, were presented in individually randomized order while EEG was recorded. In one block, participants performed the speech task on the structured speech stimuli (Figure 1A left), which were presented in halves representing the two syntactic structures (presentation order was randomized individually). In another block, the same stimuli were presented, but participants performed the distractor task (Figure 1A right). These two blocks represented the two main experimental conditions. The remaining two blocks were identical to the main ones above, except that the control stimuli (random word sequences) instead of the structured speech stimuli were presented (Figure 1B).

Each block started with the presentation of a task instruction on the screen, followed by a central fixation cross and a word that remained visible during the subsequent auditory stimuli, which started 2 sec later. Participants were instructed to pay attention to the visual word and treat it as a target only when they had received the instruction to perform the speech task. The intertrial interval was randomized between 1.5 sec and 2 sec, and no feedback on task performance was given. Participants could take a break after 36 trials (half a block, after which the syntactic structure switched) for as long as they needed. All stimuli were presented using Presentation software (Version 16.0, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc) and insert earphones at ∼67 dB SPL (speech stimuli) and ∼69 dB SPL (distractor tone).

EEG Recording
EEG was recorded using a 64-channel active BrainCap (Brain Products) in the standard 10–20 system. All EEG electrodes were referenced online to scalp position FCz. Electrode impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. The EEG recordings were band-pass-filtered (cutoffs: 0.01 and 200 Hz, analog filter) and digitized with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.

Data Analysis

Behavioral Data Analysis
Behavioral performance was assessed based on response accuracy (percentage of correctly recognized targets) and the average RTs associated with correct responses.

EEG Preprocessing
EEG data preprocessing was performed offline using EEGLAB 2019.1 (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) and MATLAB 9.4 as follows. First, bad channels with a leptokurtic voltage distribution (i.e., kurtosis higher than five) were replaced by interpolating between the surrounding channels (spherical spline interpolation; percentage of interpolated channels: 2.9 ± 1.8, mean ± SD across participants). Second, the interpolated channel data were re referenced to an average reference. Third, independent component analysis was applied to the channel data to reduce artifacts. For this analysis, the data were first band-pass filtered between 1 Hz and 40 Hz using a linear-phase finite impulse response filter (zero phase shift, filter order: 3300). Artifact components were identified using the EEGLAB plugin ICLables (Pion-Tonachini, Kreutz-Delgado, & Makeig, 2019) and discarded (artfactual components: 15.8 ± 6.7; mean ± SD across participants). The weights of the nonartfactual components were reapplied to the original unfiltered channel data (Jaeger, Bleichner, Bauer, Mirkovic, & Debener, 2018). Three participants were excluded from further analysis because of excessive artifactual components.

Analysis of Frequency-tagged Neural Responses
To assess sentence- and word-rate responses, the continuous EEG data were segmented into 10.08-sec epochs resembling single trials excluding the first sentence interval (which was discarded to avoid onset effects). Epochs were averaged across trials in the time domain separately for each condition and then submitted to a discrete Fourier transform (10080 points, resulting in a spectral resolution of approximately 0.1 Hz). The resulting spectra were averaged across all EEG channels.

Auditory steady-state responses (ASSRs) to the individ ual words and the distractor were assessed as described above for sentence- and word-rate responses, except for the two following differences: The 10.08-sec epochs were further segmented into 360-msec epochs corresponding to word intervals, and consequently, a reduced number of discrete Fourier transform points was used, resulting in a spectral resolution of 2.78 Hz. To investigate cortical processes involved in sentence tracking, the data analysis was focused on scalp sites showing strong sentence-tracking responses. The strongest responses were found distributed mainly over the central–frontal scalp area (channels: AFz, Fz, F1, F2, F3, and FC1; Figure 2A); thus, these EEG channels were selected and averaged in the frequency domain before statistical analysis.

Extraction of Word-position Effects
To allow assessing effects of word position on auditory processing, neural and behavioral responses were analyzed according to the position (first, second, third, or fourth word interval) at which the stimulus or target occurred within the (pseudo-)sentences.

To obtain a measure of SCF that is unrelated to word phonetics, frequency, or familiarity, the responses to the control speech stimuli were unshuffled, averaged across trials in the time domain (i.e., the constituent words of the unstructured speech were rearranged so that their
order matched that of the original, semantically intact sentences), and subtracted from the responses to the matching intact sentences before statistical analysis. We refer to the resulting unbiased, acoustically controlled behavioral and neural measure as SCF (see Introduction section). Note that within-trial positional differences between shuffled words and their unshuffled counterparts varied randomly across trials with a mean close to zero; therefore, the distance between shuffled and unshuffled words could not induce any systematic bias in SCF. Note further that we reversed the sign of the behavioral SCF; thus, positive SCF values represent accelerated RTs and negative values represent decelerated RTs.

The aforementioned analysis steps (stratification according to position and subtraction from unshuffled responses) were applied analogously to responses to the speech (RTs to target words and 42-Hz ASSRs during a given word interval) and to responses to the distractor (RTs to tone-loudness decreases and 25-Hz ASSRs during a given word interval).

**Analysis of Monotonicity**

To assess monotonous increases of SCF across word positions, Sen’s slope ($\beta$) was calculated for each participant. Sen’s slope is a robust, nonparametric estimate of slope (for more details, see Sen, 1968) and is calculated as

$$\beta = \text{Median} \left( \frac{x_j - x_i}{j - i} \right)$$

where $x_i$ and $x_j$ are the data values at positions $j$ and $i$, respectively ($j > i$). Positive values of $\beta$ indicate upward trends across positions.

**Statistical Analysis**

The single-subject estimates from the 21 participants were submitted to second-level (random-effect) statistical analyses. A significance criterion $\alpha = .05$ was used, and Type I error probabilities inflated by multiple comparisons were corrected by false discovery rate (FDR).

**Spectral Peak**

Spectral peaks at tagging frequencies were compared with the average spectral response at the six neighboring frequency bins (noise floor, excluded the 50-Hz line noise) using a paired $t$ test. The statistical test was applied to each tagging frequency: 0.69 Hz (sentence rate), 1.39 Hz (second harmonic), 2.08 Hz (third harmonic), 2.78 Hz (word rate), 25 Hz (tone tag), and 42 Hz (speech tag). The spectral peaks at speech rates were further compared between the structured speech condition and control condition with a paired $t$ test.

**SCF**

Statistical analysis of the word-position effect involved a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA including the factor Position (word interval: first, second, third, or fourth) and two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs including an additional factor: either Attention (speech task/attended vs. distractor task/unattended) or Sound Stream (speech stream [RTs to target words; 42-Hz ASSR] vs. tone stream [RTs to tone-loudness decreases; 25-Hz ASSR]). The two syntaxes were pooled. To assess the SCF at each word position and its across-word trend, paired $t$ tests were applied that respectively compared SCF at each position.
to zero and Sen’s slope to zero. The assumption of normality was verified with Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests, which did not detect any significant deviation from normality (all $p > .05$). The assumption of sphericity was assessed with Mauchly’s tests, and Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to adjust the degrees of freedom when the assumption was violated.

To further seek evidence of alternative hypotheses ($H1$) versus the null hypotheses ($H0$), Bayesian repeated-measures ANOVAs including the factor Position and, where applicable, the additional factor Attention or Sound Stream were carried out in JASP (Love et al., 2019). Evidence was inferred from the Bayes Factor ($BF_{10}$), defined as the ratio of the likelihood of the data fitting the alternative hypothesis to the likelihood of the data fitting the null hypothesis. $BF_{10}$ values higher than 10 or lower than 1/10 represent strong evidence for the alternative and null hypotheses, respectively. A $BF_{10}$ higher than 3 and lower than 1/3 represents moderate evidence for the alternative and null hypotheses, respectively. A $BF_{10}$ between 3 and 1/3 reflects weak or anecdotal evidence for either hypothesis (Keysers, Gazzola, & Wagemakers, 2020).

**Correlation Analysis**

To test for a linear association between behavioral and neural SCF, repeated-measures correlation was assessed using the `rmcorr` R package (Bakdash & Marusich, 2017). Repeated-measures correlation fits a linear model between two variables while controlling for non-independence within participants. In the present study, it was used to estimate the common intra-individual regression slope between SCF of RTs and SCF of 42-Hz ASSR, while allowing the intercepts to vary across participants.

**RESULTS**

As expected after the task training, participants were able to perform both tasks successfully. On average, they correctly detected between 94% and 86% of the targets. Higher accuracies were observed in the speech task (on average 93%) than the distractor task (on average 87%). To assess neural tracking of hierarchical linguistic structures, we analyzed neural responses at the sentence rate (0.69 Hz), its harmonics (1.39 Hz and 2.08 Hz), and word rate (2.78 Hz). As shown in Figure 2A, participants reliably showed spectral peaks at these rates (compared with the average spectral amplitude of the six neighboring frequency bins: $p < .05$, paired $t$ test, FDR-corrected), indicating participants could successfully track the sentence and word structures. In the unstructured speech condition, participants showed a spectral peak only at the word rate (Figure 2B), and the ASSR at the sentence rate and its harmonics were significantly smaller than in structured speech condition (paired $t$ test, FDR-corrected).

Figure 3 shows participants’ neural responses for each condition and each word position, averaged across channels showing the strongest sentence tracking. Prominent ASSRs at each tagging frequency (25 Hz and 42 Hz) were observed for all conditions and positions (spectral peaks at tagging frequency $> \text{average spectral amplitude of the six neighboring frequency bins}; p < .05$; paired $t$ test, FDR-corrected). These results indicate that auditory processing of the speech and distractor stimuli could be reliably assessed and separated. Analysis of the 42-Hz ASSR at each individual electrode revealed that neural responses to individual words were most prominent at central–frontal scalp regions, consistently across conditions and word positions (Figure 4). Thus, the central–frontal channels that showed the strongest sentence tracking and were selected for further analysis (Figure 2A) also showed strong 42-Hz ASSRs.

**Buildup of SCF of Auditory Word Processing during Sentence Tracking**

To assess the word-position effect during sentence tracking at the linguistic level, we first compared behavioral responses to target words presented at the different word positions. We found that SCF (a measure of sentential context effects controlled for word phonetics, frequency, and familiarity, see Methods section) increased monotonically across word positions, reflecting a gradual decrease of RTs toward the end of sentences (Figure 5A). This observation of an across-word pattern in SCF was statistically confirmed by a one-way ANOVA including Word Position as a four-level factor, which revealed a main effect of Word Position on SCF, $F(3, 60) = 5.23, p = .003, \eta_p^2 = .21, BF_{10} = 22.17$. In line with this, a corresponding Bayesian ANOVA revealed a $BF_{10}$ of $5.03 \times 10^{10}$, thus providing decisive evidence in favor of the main effect model compared with the null model (i.e., no word-position effect). This word-position effect shows that sentential context gradually accelerated the perceptual processing of words at later positions in the sentences.

Applying the same analysis (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, Bayesian ANOVA) to the neural responses to individual words revealed a similar across-word pattern. More specifically, SCF of the 42-Hz ASSR monotonically increased across word positions (Figure 5B). This observation of an across-word pattern in SCF was supported by strong evidence for a main effect of Word Position on SCF, $F(3, 60) = 5.23, p = .003, \eta_p^2 = .21, BF_{10} = 22.17$. These results show that sentential context gradually modulated the cortical word-processing in the sentences. Interestingly, the observed effect is positive (i.e., larger responses at later word positions), which we further address in the Discussion section.

Statistical analysis of Sen’s slope (a nonparametric estimate of slope; see Methods section) revealed a significant positive difference from zero for behavioral SCF and neural SCF (RT: $\beta = 39.5 \pm 5.7, \text{mean } \pm \text{SEM}$; paired $t$ test: $t(20) = 6.89, p < .001$; Bayesian t test: $BF_{+0} = 3.40 \times 10^4$; ASSR: $\beta = 0.009 \pm 0.0031, \text{mean } \pm \text{SEM}$; paired $t$ test:
t_{20} = 3.00, p = .005; Bayesian \( t \) test: BF_{+0} = 13.54), indicating significant upward trends across word positions. These results support our conclusion that SCF increased monotonously across word positions.

To further test the effects of SCF on each word position, we compared SCF at each position to zero. We found that both behavioral SCF and neural SCF were significantly larger than zero at the last word position (RT: \( t_{20} = 8.17, p < .001, \) FDR-corrected, BF_{+0} = 3.48 \times 10^5; ASSR: \( t_{20} = 4.15, p < .001, \) FDR-corrected; BF_{+0} = 135.00), revealing that context facilitates both behavioral and neural responses to words especially at the end of the sentence.

Potential Effect of Attention on the Buildup of SCF

To explore whether the observed buildup of SCF during sentence tracking requires listeners to pay selective attention to the speech, we tested whether the neural word-position effect persisted even when participants withdrew their attention from the speech stimuli. Contrary to the results above, we found no evidence for the main effect of Word Position on SCF of the 42-Hz ASSR when participants performed the distractor task (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA: \( F(3, 60) = 0.31, p = .82, \eta^2_p = .015; \) Bayesian ANOVA: BF_{10} = 0.094; Figure 6). A two-way ANOVA with factors Word Position and Attention revealed a Word Position \( \times \) Attention interaction effect on SCF; however, the evidence for the interaction effect is weak, \( F(3, 60) = 3.07, p = .037, \eta^2_p = .13, \) BF_{incl} = 0.89 (comparing the model that contains the effect to an equivalent model without the effect). These results suggest that the buildup of SCF during sentence tracking depends on the listener’s attention to the speech.

No Transfer of SCF to Auditory Processing of Concurrent Sound Streams

We further explored whether the observed buildup of SCF during sentence tracking transfers to the processing of concurrent sound streams. To this end, we assessed

Figure 3. Neural responses to speech and distractor for each condition. Each plot shows ASSR in the range of the tagging frequencies (25 Hz and 42 Hz) averaged across channels in the central–frontal area. Asterisks indicate significant responses at the tagging frequency relative to the average responses at the six neighboring frequency bins. (A) Rows represent the two main experimental conditions involving structured speech stimuli (first: speech task; second: distractor task). Columns represent the four word positions. (B) Same as (A), but for the acoustic control condition (shuffled, unstructured speech) after unshuffling responses. Black lines and shaded areas represent mean ± SEM across participants. \(* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.\)
whether the sentential context facilitated also participants’ responses to the distractor tone. We found that SCF of RTs to the distractor tone was nearly zero at each word position and did not differ significantly across these positions (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA: \( F(3, 60) = 1.78, p = .16, \eta^2_p = .08 \); Bayesian ANOVA: \( BF_{10} = 0.42 \); Figure 7A). Moreover, the latter nonsignificant across-word variations were significantly smaller than those observed in responses to the speech (interaction Word Position × Sound Stream: \( F(3, 60) = 27.33, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .577, BF_{incl} = 9.59 \times 10^7 \)).

Consistent with this behavioral result, we found no main effect of Word Position on neural responses to the distractor tone, as measured by SCF of the 25-Hz ASSR (one-way repeated-measures ANOVA: \( F(3, 60) = 1.04, p = .38, \eta^2_p = .05 \); Bayesian ANOVA: \( BF_{10} = 0.88 \); Figure 7B). Similar to the behavioral results above, a two-way ANOVA revealed a significant Word Position × Sound Stream interaction, \( F(3, 60) = 2.97, p = .039, \eta^2_p = .129, BF_{incl} = 1.06 \). In summary, these results indicate that the observed buildup of SCF on auditory word processing did not transfer to the processing of the concurrent distractor tone.

**Relation between SCF of Neural and Behavioral Responses to Speech**

To explore whether the SCF of behavioral and neural responses across word positions were functionally...
coupled, we tested the correlation between SCF of RTs and SCF of 42-Hz ASSR (same data as in Figure 5). A repeated-measures correlation analysis revealed a significant positive correlation between SCF of RTs and SCF of 42-Hz ASSR ($r_{\text{rm}} = .414$, $p < .001$, 95% CI [0.187, 0.599]; Figure 8). This neural-behavioral result indicates that the contextual facilitation of cortical processing of individual words was associated with a corresponding facilitation of the behavioral detection to these words, suggesting a link between acoustic and linguistic levels of auditory word processing.

**Effect of Syntax on the Buildup of SCF**

In an additional exploratory analysis, we investigated whether the buildup of SCF during sentence tracking depends on the syntax of the speech (i.e., syntax NVAN vs. AANV). A two-way ANOVA including Word Position (word interval: first, second, third, or fourth) and Speech Syntax (syntax NVAN and AANV) as factors revealed weak evidence for an interaction (Word Position × Syntax) effect on SCF of RTs, $F(3, 60) = 3.24$, $p = .028$, $\eta^2_p = .14$, $BF_{\text{incl}} = 1.61$ (Figure 9). Post hoc comparisons for each syntax confirmed a main effect of Word Position on SCF in syntax NVAN as well as syntax AANV (syntax NVAN: $F(3, 60) = 25.07$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .56$, $BF_{\text{incl}} = 3.67 \times 10^{6}$; syntax AANV: $F(3, 60) = 9.23$, $p < .001$, $\eta^2_p = .32$, $BF_{\text{incl}} = 1.92 \times 10^{3}$). Statistical analysis of Sen’s slope revealed an upward trend across word positions for each syntax (syntax NVAN: $\beta = 52.0 \pm 7.8$; syntax AANV: $\beta = 29.7 \pm 6.6$; mean ± SEM) that was significantly stronger in syntax NVAN than syntax AANV (paired $t$ test, $t(20) = 2.40$, $p = .026$). Post hoc pairwise comparisons between the two syntaxes at each individual position showed no significant difference at any position ($p > .05$, FDR-corrected). These results suggest that the observed Word Position × Syntax interaction effect on SCF of RTs reflects differences in across-word trend, rather than a difference at a single specific word position. Applying the same two-way ANOVA as above to the neural data revealed no such interaction effect on SCF of 42-Hz ASSR, $F(3, 60) = 1.26$, $p = .30$, $\eta^2_p = .059$, $BF_{\text{incl}} = 0.082$. In summary, these exploratory results suggest that the speech syntax may influence the temporal shape of SCF of linguistic word processing.
**Figure 7.** Across-word pattern of SCF: behavioral and neural responses to the distractor tone. (A) The bar plots show SCF of participants' RT to the distractor tone (SCF: structured speech stimuli minus control stimuli) as a function of word position within unattended sentences. No effect of word position on SCF was observed. (B) Same as (A), but for neural responses to the distractor tone (SCF of 25-Hz ASSR). Blue dots represent individual participants. Bars and error bars represent mean ± SEM across participants. NS = nonsignificant.

**Figure 8.** Relation between SCF of behavioral and neural responses to speech. The scatterplot shows results from a repeated-measures correlation analysis testing for a functional coupling between SCF of RTs and SCF of 42-Hz ASSR to words across word positions. Dots with the same color represent responses to words at different positions from the same participant. The corresponding lines show the repeated-measures correlation fit for each participant. Correlation coefficient $r_{rm}$ and $p$ value describe, respectively, the strength and statistical significance of the common intra-individual coupling.

**Figure 9.** Across-word pattern of SCF: behavioral responses to individual words in sentences of syntax NVAN and syntax AANV. The bar plots show SCF of participants' RT to individual words (structured speech stimuli minus control stimuli) as a function of word position within attended sentences of syntax NVAN (left plot) and syntax AANV (right plot). Overall, sentential context gradually accelerated behavioral responses at later word positions, but the exact across-word pattern depended significantly on the syntax.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the dynamics of auditory word processing during the tracking of continuous meaningful speech. We found that (i) sentential context alone incrementally facilitates behavioral and neural responses to individual words as the sentence unfolds. This SCF (ii) depends on listeners’ endogenous selective attention to the speech; (iii) affects selectively the processing of the speech stream, not that of a concurrent sound stream; and (iv) may be shaped by the syntax of the speech. In addition, we found that the facilitation of behavioral and neural responses to individual words in our paradigm was coupled. Overall, these results provide evidence for the hypothesis that the dynamics in auditory processing during sentence tracking can be driven exclusively by buildup of top-down factors, specifically sentential predictions derived from the speech.

Sentential Predictability Elicits Word-processing Dynamics

Our observation that sentential context incrementally facilitates perceptual word detection during sentence tracking aligns with previous work showing that word processing may be accelerated across word positions in sentences (Lam et al., 2016; Van Petten & Kutas, 1990, 1991; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1975). Our finding of a word-position effect on word processing that originates exclusively from sentential context (i.e., in absence of variations in word phonetics, frequency, familiarity, and overt prosody) is novel. It provides strong evidence to the notion that the facilitation of the processing of later-occurring words can be attributed to a gradual increase in sentential predictability (Clark, 2013; Hagoort & Indefrey, 2013; Van Petten & Luka, 2012; DeLong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; Van Petten & Kutas, 1991). As a sentence unfolds, semantic context incrementally builds up, and the accruing context increases the predictability of later words in the sentence. Consequently, listeners in our study may have recognized the later words more quickly than the earlier words because their meaning was more predictable.

Although syntactic predictions can influence linguistic analysis of individual words during sentence tracking (see Introduction section), they unlikely caused the word-position effects observed in our study. We kept the syntax constant across all sentences within a given block, implying no variations in syntactic predictability across word positions. Alternatively, the observed facilitation at later words may have been mediated by covert prosody (prosodic boundaries internally projected onto the stimulus in the absence of overt prosodic phrase boundary markers) that listeners possibly generated from the sentential context (Glushko, Poeppel, & Steinhauser, 2022; Breen, 2014). Although our study cannot distinguish between these two accounts (semantics vs. covert prosody), it does unequivocally demonstrate a purely top-down influence on word processing that originates from sentential context.

Similar position effects have also been reported at the level of syllables. EEG studies found that word-initial syllables elicit a larger N1 component than word-medial syllables and the processing of the syllables is modulated by predictability (Astheimer & Sanders, 2011; Sanders & Neville, 2003). Thus, studies at syllable and word levels jointly demonstrate the temporal dynamics of speech processing and support a role of predictability in these dynamics.

Consistent with our behavioral results, the analysis of neural responses to speech revealed a significant word-position effect. We found that sentential context incrementally facilitates cortical processing of auditory words (as measured with ASSR) as the sentence unfolds. As explained above, the primary origin of these dynamics in cortical word processing may be attributed to semantic predictability. This interpretation is in line with neural findings showing effects of semantic comprehension on much slower phase-locked cortical responses to natural speech envelope (Kaufeld et al., 2020; Pekkou, Arnal, Fontolan, & Giraud, 2017; Park, Ince, Schyns, Thut, & Gross, 2015; Peelle, Gross, & Davis, 2013; Ahissar et al., 2001). Our measure of cortical word processing (42-Hz ASSR) likely reflects phase-locked responses to the artificially induced rapid modulations of the word waveform (Picton, John, Purcell, & Plourde, 2003; Kuwada, Batra, & Maher, 1986; Rodriguez, Picton, Linden, Hamel, & Laframboise, 1986). Therefore, the neural results may indicate a primary effect of sentential predictability on cortical processing of lower-level acoustic speech-signal features.

The positive direction of the effect (i.e., higher semantic predictability leading to stronger auditory-evoked response) may at first sight seem to conflict with predictive coding accounts, which typically demonstrate reduced neural activity for highly predictable content (Grissoni et al., 2021; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). However, we should emphasize that in our finding, predictability led to increased ASSR, representing the processing of the amplitude modulations of the acoustic signal, rather than linguistic processing. This suggests that increased predictability of linguistic content allowed listeners to shift processing resources from the linguistic analysis of the ongoing speech signal to its auditory analysis, which probably led to a more faithful auditory cortical representation of the speech signal and accelerated word recognition.

We further observed a significant correlation between the facilitation in behavioral and neural responses to individual words: Words that were detected more quickly tended to elicit stronger word processing. This suggests that the enhancement of neural responses to the acoustic speech signal improved the perceptual detectability of the target word.

Potential Effect ofSelective Attention on the Buildup of SCF

The SCF of neural word processing was observable only when listeners paid selective attention to the speech. This
extends previous findings showing contributions of selective attention to the processing of individual words. For example, speech studies using continuous isochronous syllable sequences have shown that listeners’ attention may be required for the grouping of consecutive syllables into words (Ding et al., 2018; Makov et al., 2017). Moreover, it has been shown that listeners detect target words in sentences more rapidly when they are semantically primed to focus their attention on these words (Cutler & Fodor, 1979). Our results extend these findings to the grouping of words into sentences and, more importantly, the incremental SCF of auditory word processing. As explained above, the observed word-processing dynamics likely originated from sentential predictability, not from phonetic or overt prosodic effects that may be more immune to selective attention (Bosker, Sjerps, & Reinisch, 2020). As such, it is likely that our listeners grouped the words into sentences and could thereby extract contextual information only when they paid attention to the speech. Whether selective attention is generally necessary for sentential predictions—and, by extension, word-processing dynamics—remains unclear from our study and would require testing a wider range of speech stimuli and tasks.

SCF Does Not Transfer to Processing of Concurrent Sound Streams

We observed no SCF of the processing of the concurrent distractor tone (or significant temporal changes therein), suggesting that the dynamics in word processing did not transfer to the processing of the distractor. In contrast, some previous studies observed a word-position effect on acoustic event detection during speech processing; for example, shorter RTs were found for clicks occurring during later versus early words (Lobina et al., 2018; Holmes & Forster, 1970). The difference to these previous results may reflect methodological differences: In the previous studies, the concurrent sound was an occasional brief acoustic event and participants were required to pay attention simultaneously to a click and the meaning of the ongoing speech. In contrast, our study used a continuous distractor tone encouraging auditory stream segregation and two separate tasks requiring no division of attention. Thus, our null result showing no effect of sentential speech context on the processing of a simultaneous distractor tone may indicate that sentential predictions affect only the processing of the sound stream from which these predictions are derived, not input that is perceptually separate from that stream. Put differently, SCF of acoustic word processing (i.e., processing of the amplitude variations of the sound wave of words) probably occurs at a later stage than the perceptual segregation of the speech from concurrent streams, which may occur within ~200 msec after speech onset (Alain, Arsenault, Garami, Bidelman, & Snyder, 2017; Bidelman & Yellamsetty, 2017; Bidelman & Alain, 2015) in auditory structures as early as the cochlear nucleus (Pressnitzer, Sayles, Micheyl, & Winter, 2008). It should be noted that, in contrast to the speech stream, the ongoing tone contained no identifiable structure, implying that listeners could not extract valid predictions from it. A temporally structured tone might have made it more likely to observe a significant temporal (across-word) pattern also in tone processing.

Speech Syntax Modulates the Buildup of SCF

Our exploratory analysis of syntax effects revealed that the buildup of SCF may be influenced by the speech syntax. Syntax modulated the temporal shape of the behavioral, but not the neural, word-position effect, which may be related to asymmetries between our behavioral and neural measures. The behavioral measure probably captured linguistic processes, whereas the neural measure captured more acoustics-related processes. Therefore, the syntax probably affected the facilitation of linguistic, not acoustic, word processing. A potential explanation for this side observation may be differences in the hierarchical syntactic structure of NVAN and AANV. NVAN has a more specific verb phrase (consisting of a verb, adjective, and noun, e.g., “eat fresh fish”), whereas AANV has a more specific noun phrase (consisting of an adjective, adjective, and noun, e.g., “Two big dogs”). Listeners probably built an internal representation of the hierarchical syntactic structure during speech processing (Friederici, 1995, 2002), and the differences in these structures might have resulted in differences in the buildup of this representation or its utilization for the analysis of the incoming speech signal. However, this interpretation is tentative and requires thorough verification with a better-suited study design using a larger number of syntactic structures and combining sentences of various lengths.

Conclusion

In summary, our study reveals that the acoustic and linguistic processing of auditory words during sentence tracking builds up dynamically and these dynamics can be driven exclusively by top-down factors, in particular sentential predictions derived from the processed speech. These factors may depend on the listener’s selective attention to the speech and affect only the processing of speech, not that of perceptually separate sound streams. It appears that auditory and semantic processes during sentence tracking interact reciprocally: Auditory processing of individual words may inform the formation of syntactic and semantic structure, and predictions derived from these structures may modulate the auditory processing of the words, provided that the listener pays selective attention to the speech stream. These conclusions could be drawn because of our control of phonetics and prosody, at the expense of the naturalness of our auditory stimuli. Future work is encouraged to explore whether these findings generalize to natural speech.
Figure A1. Speech acoustics. (A, B, and C) show, respectively, an exemplary original excerpt, a time-compressed version of the same excerpt, and the average of all time-compressed excerpts. The first to fourth row show, respectively, the sound waveform of a single sentence (in gray, amplitude envelope is shown in red), the sound waveform of a single trial (seven sentences), the average power spectrum of all sentences, and the average power spectrum of the amplitude envelopes of all sentences (modulation spectrum, shown for the broadband envelope as well as for non-overlapping narrow envelope bands).
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Note
1. We chose to frame the present study in terms of prediction without taking a particular stance in the debate between prediction and integration (Pickering & Gambi, 2018).
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